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ENABLE A SMARTER LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Today, the pressure on educational institutions to deliver timely, relevant, & convenient
information with fewer resources requires greater efficiency. Whether a major university or a
small school district, paper-intensive processes play an important role in daily routines.
Admissions, financial aid, human resources, individual education plans virtually any department
or educational service deals with volumes of paperwork that are handled manually. Without a
good document management solution in place, you feel the pain in wasted time and money,
decreased teacher productivity, delayed decision making and increased security risks. Digitizing
and streamlining workflows can help to reduce costs, meet compliance requirements and better
serve students, faculty and administrative staff.

HP CAPTURE AND ROUTE
HP Capture and Route solution helps convert paper-based information into digital files that are
easier to access and share. The simple, one-time, digital capture of a document—such as a
student admission form—makes it immediately retrievable, and easy to distribute and track. By
streamlining the flow of documents, HP Capture and Route enables employees to do more with
information—increasing productivity and collaboration. This helps to accelerate decision
making processes by integrating content into departmental workflows, such as admissions,
registration and financial aid. Improve staff productivity and reduce data processing errors by
automatically updating captured metadata.

HP SECURITY MANAGER
HP Security Manager helps to control your imaging and printing environment—from document
and data security, to record-keeping, archiving, and document retrieval—with greater ease and
efficiency. You can easily secure student and teacher documents from inappropriate access and
misuse. From confidential student information to school operating budgets, your content
requires constant protection to support regulatory compliance. Unsecured print devices and
data can put the entire institution at risk. HP Security Solutions for imaging and printing help
eliminate potential vulnerabilities throughout your organization. The built-in security features
of HP devices help you develop and deploy an end-to-end imaging and printing security strategy.
We offer streamlined information-management capabilities, as well as tools to asses, manage
and fortify security for imaging and printing fleets, mobile printing and cloud access.
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